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INTRODUCTION

This is the digital age. As “the ratings machine, DJT [Donald J.
Trump],”¹ says, “all I know is what’s on the internet,”² or “the cyber,” as

¹ This is a term that the 45th President of the United States, Donald J. Trump, has used to refer to himself. @realDonaldTrump, TWITTER (Jan. 6, 2017, 4:34 AM), https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/817348644647108609?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw.
² Steve Benen, Donald ‘All I Know Is What’s On The Internet’ Trump, MSNBC: MADDOW
he calls it.3 People’s use of and dependency on the Internet has made data breaches a serious and widespread threat to people’s privacy and security. In 2016, there were 1,093 data breaches, up from 780 in 2015.4 75.6% of companies suffered at least one successful attack.5 Essentially “there are only two types of companies left in the United States, according to data security experts: ‘those that have been hacked and those that don’t know they’ve been hacked.’”6

Major companies such as LinkedIn, Target, Ebay, Yahoo, Anthem, and Ashley Madison have been subject to data breaches,7 and subsequently to lawsuits.8 Not only can data breaches threaten people’s financial security, but breaches like Ashley Madison’s—a dating site whose slogan up until July 2016 was “Life is Short. Have an Affair”9—can threaten people’s home lives and shatter careers.10 The government is not immune to dangerous cyber attacks either. Both the U.S. Office of Personnel Management and the Democratic National Committee (“DNC”) have suffered breaches,11 Presidential candidate Hillary Clinton’s e-mails were leaked as part of the DNC breach, which became a source of controversy
throughout her campaign. Further, the U.S. intelligence community has concluded that the hack was tied to and possibly directed by the Russian government, which sets a troubling precedent for future hacks by hostile foreign governments.

Plaintiffs whose information has been exposed due to a company data breach have attempted to sue the hacked companies storing their information based on causes of action such as negligence, breach of contract, unjust enrichment, breach of fiduciary duty, unfair and deceptive business practices, invasion of privacy, violation of the federal Fair Credit Reporting Act (“FCRA”), and violations of various state consumer protection and data breach notification laws.

Data breach actions are expected to be the “next wave” of class actions. Typically plaintiffs try to bring these claims as class actions because of the large number of plaintiffs and small amount of damages involved. Most data breach actions are brought in federal court based on the Class Action Fairness Act, 28 U.S.C. § 1332(d) (2012), which extends federal diversity jurisdiction to all class actions in which minimal diversity exists and the amount in controversy exceeds $5 million. However, courts dismiss a large portion of these data breach actions because plaintiffs lack a cognizable injury in fact, which is a requirement for Article III standing.

The Supreme Court has not yet set a uniform standard for what constitutes injury in the context of data breaches. As a result, there is a circuit split as to how much injury is sufficient. This split largely centers around whether increased risk of identity theft or fraud and, more recently, “sorting-things-out” costs and monitoring expenditures are sufficient to

12. Hamburger & Tumulty, supra note 11.
13. Id.
16. See, e.g., Remijas, 794 F.3d at 690.
18. The costs associated with sorting things out are distinct from the purchase of monitoring services and generally encompass less easily calculable expenses, such as personal time expended canceling cards and ordering new ones, changing passwords or pin numbers, calling companies directly to verify suspicious communications received from them, closing banking accounts and opening new ones (if the bank account number was exposed), having a credit reporting agency place a fraud alert on one’s account (if one’s social security number was exposed), placing a credit freeze on one’s account,
constitute an injury. But even if an action is dismissed in federal court for lack of Article III standing, it may succeed in state court, which is not subject to the Article III standing requirement.

In the realm of data breaches, technology is progressing rapidly; consequently, there is a lag time between the progress of technology and progress of the law. Because legislatures are slow to act and generally want a consensus to develop in the public or industry before writing protective measures into law, courts bear the burden of first impression, establishing a standard through case law on which the public can rely. This Note will offer a proposed standard for establishing injury under Article III’s standing requirement in federal court. Part I provides background on the requirements of standing under Article III in the context of data breach cases. Part II discusses statutory standing and the effect of a recent Supreme Court statutory standing case on data breach litigation. Part III sets forth a proposed standard for recognizing injury in data breach cases. Part IV explores what effects this proposed standard would have on data breach litigation.

I. BACKGROUND ON ARTICLE III STANDING IN DATA BREACH CASES

The Constitution establishes Article III standing as a “threshold question in every federal court case.”\(^\text{20}\) Article III standing requires a three-prong inquiry: to bring a suit in federal court, a plaintiff must suffer an injury that is (1) “concrete, particularized, and actual or imminent”; (2) “fairly traceable to the challenged action”; and (3) “redressable by a favorable ruling.”\(^\text{21}\) This Note will focus on the first prong, otherwise known as “injury in fact,” in detail.

A. FIRST PRONG: INJURY IN FACT

1. Clapper v. Amnesty International USA

The Supreme Court has not directly addressed what constitutes an injury in data breach cases. Lower courts have largely had to rely on the Supreme Court case Clapper v. Amnesty International USA for guidance.
In *Clapper*, a group of attorneys and human rights, labor, legal, and media organizations, who allegedly had to have “sensitive and sometimes privileged telephone and e-mail communications” with individuals abroad for work, claimed there was an “objectively reasonable likelihood” that the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act would cause their communications to be monitored “at some point in the future.” 22 However, there was no evidence that their communications had been targeted or that the government was going to target their communications. 23 Given this lack of evidence, the Court found plaintiffs’ “theory of future injury . . . too speculative” and not actual or “certainly impending.” 24 According to the Court, plaintiffs’ allegations for standing were based on a “highly attenuated chain of possibilities.” 25 The Court refused “to abandon [its] usual reluctance” to permit standing theories that rely on “speculation about the decisions of independent actors,” 26 rejecting the Second Circuit’s “objectively reasonable likelihood” standard for establishing standing. 27 Further, plaintiffs’ alleged injury of having “to take costly and burdensome measures to protect the confidentiality of their . . . communications” did not constitute standing because plaintiffs should not be able to “manufacture standing by incurring costs in anticipation of non-imminent harm.” 28

Courts have since used *Clapper* to dismiss data breach actions for failing to show a recognizable injury. 29 The majority of courts addressing data breach cases post-*Clapper* have required allegations of actual identity theft or fraud to establish an injury. 30

2. Typical Injuries Alleged by Plaintiffs in Data Breach Actions

The injury in fact requirement tends to be the most difficult for plaintiffs in data breach cases to satisfy, and it is where courts’ rulings vary the most. Plaintiffs have largely tried to allege injury through increased risk of identity theft or fraud, expenditures on sorting things out, and

23. *Id.* at 1147–50.
24. *Id.* at 1143, 1147 (citation and quotation marks omitted).
25. *Id.* at 1148.
26. *Id.* at 1150.
27. *Id.* at 1147.
28. *Id.* at 1143, 1155.
expenditures on monitoring services.\footnote{31}

3. Circuit Split

The Fourth Circuit recently recognized a split between the Sixth, Seventh, and Ninth Circuits and the First and Third Circuits over whether increased risk of identity theft or fraud is a qualifying injury for Article III standing.\footnote{32} The Sixth, Seventh, and Ninth Circuits have held that such a risk is sufficient to confer standing, while the First and Third Circuits have rejected such recognition of standing.\footnote{33} Additionally, the Sixth and Seventh Circuits have held that the cost of sorting things out and monitoring services qualify as cognizable injuries.\footnote{34} The Fourth Circuit chose not to follow the Sixth, Seventh, and Ninth Circuits.\footnote{35}

\footnote{31 Remijas v. Neiman Marcus Grp., LLC, 794 F.3d 688, 692, 694 (7th Cir. 2015); In re SuperValu, Inc., No. 14-MD-2586 ADM/TNL, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 2592, at *5 (D. Minn. Jan. 7, 2016). Plaintiffs also try to claim diminished value of their Personal Identifying Information ("PII") and overpayment for products; however, this Note will not address such injuries as courts have uniformly dismissed such allegations of injury. Absent allegations of attempts to sell one’s PII and inability to do so, or forced acceptance of a lower price for one’s PII, diminished value of PII does not constitute an injury. SuperValu, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 2592, at *20 (citing Zappos.com, 108 F. Supp. 3d at 954 ("finding no injury in fact where plaintiffs had not alleged that the data breach had prevented them from selling their personal information at the price it was worth"); In re Sci. Applications Int’l Corp. (SAIC) Backup Tape Data Theft Litig., 45 F. Supp. 3d 14, 30 (D.D.C. 2014) (same); Green v. eBay Inc., No. 14-1688, 2015 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 58047, at *20–21 n.59 (E.D. La. May 4, 2015) ("Even if the Court were to find that personal information has an inherent value and the deprivation of such value is an injury sufficient to confer standing, Plaintiff has failed to allege facts indicating how the value of his personal information has decreased as a result of the Data Breach."); Willingham v. Glob. Payments, Inc., No. 1:12-CV-01157-RWS-JFK, 2013 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 27764, at *23 (N.D. Ga. Feb. 5, 2013) ("PII does not have an inherent monetary value."). Additionally, overpayment for products is a theory that “is consistently rejected in data breach cases where plaintiffs have not alleged that the value of the goods or services they purchased was diminished as a result of the data breach.” SuperValu, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 2592, at *22. See also id. (citing Zappos.com, 108 F. Supp. 3d at 962 n.5 ("rejecting benefit-of-bargain theory where plaintiffs had not explained how the data breach impacted the value of the goods they purchased, and further had not alleged facts showing that the price plaintiffs paid for such goods incorporated a sum that both parties understood would be allocated towards the protection of customer data"); Fernandez v. Leidos, Inc., 127 F. Supp. 3d 1078, 1089 (E.D. Cal. Aug. 28, 2015) (finding no standing where plaintiff failed to allege facts from which a plausible inference could be drawn that the value of plaintiff’s health care and insurance coverage had been diminished as a result of the data breach); Remijas, 794 F.3d at 694–95 (noting in dicta that the benefit-of-the-bargain theory was “problematic” and “dubious” where plaintiffs had not alleged any defect in any product they had purchased).}

\footnote{32 Beck v. McDonald, 848 F.3d 262, 273 (4th Cir. 2017).}

\footnote{33 Id.}

\footnote{34 Galaria v. Nationwide Mut. Ins., 663 Fed. App’x 384, 388–89 (6th Cir. 2016); Remijas, 794 F.3d at 692, 696.}

\footnote{35 Beck, 848 F.3d at 276–77.}
a. First and Third Circuits

The First and Third Circuits have only recognized injury in data breach cases where plaintiffs allege actual identity theft or fraud. In *Storm v. Paytime, Inc.*, in which an unknown third party hacked a payroll processing company’s computers, a class action lacked a cognizable injury because it failed to allege that any of the class action members experienced identity theft, had credit cards opened in their names, or had their bank accounts accessed as a result of the breach. “In sum, their credit information and bank accounts [looked] the same . . . as they did prior to [the] data breach . . .” Thus, the court dismissed the action “without too much hesitation,” as the Third Circuit requires dismissal in the absence of “actual misuse of the hacked data” or specific allegations “that such misuse is certainly impending.” Increased risk of identity theft alone is insufficient. Moreover, the cost of sorting things out was rejected as an injury because the court saw it as a “prophylactic cost[]” that cannot be used to “manufacture standing” in the absence of data misuse. Additionally, while the company offered a year of free credit monitoring and identity restoration services, if it had not done so, and customers whose information was compromised had purchased monitoring services, the court would not have required the company to compensate the customers for the purchase in the absence of any actual identity theft.

b. Ninth Circuit

Conversely, the Ninth Circuit has recognized increased risk of identity theft or fraud as an injury in data breach actions. In *Krottner v. Starbucks Corp.*, in which an employer’s laptop computer containing the personal information of approximately 97,000 employees was stolen, “an increase in the risk of identity theft [was] a constitutionally sufficient injury.” To establish injury in the Ninth Circuit, plaintiffs need only show a “credible

---

37. Id. at 366.
38. Id. at 365, 367.
39. Id. at 365, 367 (internal quotation marks omitted).
40. Id. at 364.
41. See id. at 368.
43. Id. at *12.
threat of harm” that is “both real and immediate.” By offering a monitoring service to employees subject to the breach, the defendant-employer was conceding “that some degree of monitoring [was] an appropriate response in the wake of the laptop theft.” If the employees had not suffered a present injury, their employer would not have offered them a present remedy. Further, while the employees “might suffer additional injuries in the future, they [ ] already suffered (based on their allegations) an increase in their risk of identity theft.”

While courts in the D.C. Circuit have found Clapper to invalidate the Ninth Circuit’s standard set out in Krottner, courts in the Ninth Circuit have found Krottner to be compatible with Clapper. In re Sony Gaming Networks & Customer Data Security Breach Litigation, in which gamers sued an online gaming provider over a criminal intrusion into the provider’s database that stored gamers’ Personal Identifying Information (“PII”), gamers’ allegations that their PII “was collected by [the provider] and then wrongfully disclosed as a result of the intrusion [were] sufficient to establish Article III standing” at the motion to dismiss stage. None of the named plaintiffs needed to allege that their PII was used by the hacker; it was sufficient that plaintiffs “plausibly alleged a credible threat of impending harm based on the disclosure of their [PII] following the intrusion.” However, the gamers’ subsequent purchase of credit monitoring was not a recognizable injury. The provider offered free identity theft protection services, but plaintiffs still tried to recover the

46. Krottner v. Starbucks Corp., 628 F.3d 1139, 1143 (9th Cir. 2010) (internal quotation marks omitted).
48. Id.
49. Id. Despite finding that increased risk of identity theft was “not too speculative to constitute an injury in fact,” id. at *18–19, thus granting the employees Article III standing, the court granted the employer’s motion to dismiss because the employees were unable to establish an injury that Washington law recognized. Id. at *19, 30.
53. Id. at 962.
54. Id. (citation and quotation marks omitted).
55. Id. at 970.
56. Id. at 955.
cost of purchasing their own credit monitoring. The court found there were insufficient allegations that these “prophylactic costs” were “reasonably necessary, and therefore proximately caused by [the provider’s] alleged breach,” as there were no allegations of “instances of identity theft resulting from the intrusion.”

c. Seventh Circuit

The Seventh Circuit not only recognizes increased risk of identity theft or fraud as an injury, but it also recognizes the cost of sorting things out and monitoring services as injuries. In Remijas v. Neiman Marcus Group, LLC, customers sued a luxury department store after hackers accessed the store’s database containing customer credit card information. While 9,200 customers actually experienced fraudulent charges, all had been reimbursed, and none alleged that their identities had been stolen. Nevertheless, “injuries associated with resolving fraudulent charges and protecting oneself against future identity theft” established Article III standing as there were “identifiable costs associated with the process of sorting things out.” Additionally, “[p]resumably, the purpose of the hack [was], sooner or later, to make fraudulent charges or assume those consumers’ identities.” And, going forward, there was a material factual dispute regarding bank reimbursement policies. Thus, increased risk of identity theft and fraudulent credit- or debit-card charges constituted sufficiently imminent future injuries. The court also said the cost of monitoring “easily qualify[d] as a concrete injury.”

Following Remijas, the Seventh Circuit confirmed its position in Lewert v. P.F. Chang’s China Bistro, Inc., in which again, increased risk of identity theft or fraud, sorting-things-out costs, and credit monitoring expenses constituted cognizable injuries. The purchase of credit monitoring qualified as an “easily quantifiable financial injury,” and this

57. Id. at 970.
58. Id.
60. Id. at 689–90.
61. Id. at 692.
62. Id. at 692, 696.
63. Id. at 693.
64. Id. at 693–94.
65. Id. at 694.
66. Id.
time, monitoring services were not provided by the hacked company.68 While no named plaintiffs incurred unreimbursed fraudulent charges, the court found “all class members should have the chance to show that they spent time and resources tracking down the possible fraud, changing automatic charges, and replacing cards as a prophylactic measure.”69
d. Sixth Circuit

The Sixth Circuit has also recognized “allegations of a substantial risk of harm, coupled with reasonably incurred mitigation costs, [as] sufficient to establish a cognizable Article III injury at the pleading stage.”70 In Galaria v. Nationwide Mutual Insurance Co., hackers breached an insurance company’s computer network and stole its customers’ personal information.71 The court found “[t]here is no need for speculation where [p]laintiffs allege that their data has already been stolen and is now in the hands of ill-intentioned criminals.”72 Further, the insurance company recognized the severity of the risk by offering to provide credit monitoring and identity theft protection for a full year.73 The court reasoned plaintiffs should not have to “wait for actual misuse . . . before taking steps to ensure their own personal and financial security.”74 Expending time and money to monitor credit, check bank statements, and modify financial accounts constituted an injury.75 As did costs for monitoring services the insurance company recommended but did not cover and monitoring services the company offered for only a limited time where the risk was continuing.76 The court found these costs to be “a concrete injury suffered to mitigate an imminent harm.”77

The circuit split that has emerged as to what constitutes injury in data breach cases has been “troubling for businesses” that “had hoped, in the wake of Clapper, to receive some judicial relief from putative data breach class actions.”78 The Ninth Circuit and especially the Sixth and Seventh Circuits’ “lenient view of Article III’s standing requirement” appears to be

---

68. See id. at 969.
69. Id.
71. Id. at 386.
72. Id. at 388.
73. Id.
74. Id.
75. Id. at 388–89.
76. Id.
77. Id. at 389.
marking these circuits as “emerging venue[s] of choice” for plaintiffs bringing data breach actions. Moreover, state courts within the Seventh Circuit have rejected increased risk of identity theft or fraud as an injury, making federal courts in the Seventh Circuit an even bigger target for data breach plaintiffs.

B. SECOND PRONG: CAUSATION

The second element plaintiffs must show to establish standing is causation, meaning that an injury must be fairly traceable. “A showing that an injury is fairly traceable requires less than a showing of proximate cause. Even a showing that a plaintiff’s injury is indirectly caused by a defendant’s actions” is sufficient. In data breach cases, this standing requirement has been satisfied where a business admits customer information has been exposed by issuing data breach notifications or where a business issues new customer cards themselves due to a breach. However, sometimes courts are reluctant to recognize causation in data breach cases. For example, in Peters v. St. Joseph Services Corp., a patient who received a data breach notification from a health care service provider claimed that after the breach: (1) someone attempted to make a fraudulent purchase on her credit card that she used with the health care provider; (2) someone attempted to access her Amazon.com account using her son’s name, which “could only have been obtained from names and next-of-kin information she provided to St. Joseph”; (3) she began receiving “daily telephone solicitations from medical products and services companies” asking “to speak with specific family members, whose contact information is recorded in her personal information”; and (4) her e-mail and mailing addresses had been compromised. These incidents, which the patient identified “as evidence of actual identity theft/fraud,” “fail[ed] to meet the causation and redressability elements of the standing test.” Specifically, the patient’s claim lacked causation because she failed to “account for [a] sufficient break in causation caused by opportunistic third parties.”

79. Id.
82. Remijas v. Neiman Marcus Grp., LLC, 794 F.3d 688, 696 (7th Cir. 2015).
85. Id. at 857.
86. Id.
C. THIRD PRONG: REDRESSABILITY

The final element plaintiffs must show to establish standing is redressability. “[I]t must be likely, as opposed to merely speculative, that [an] injury will be redressed by a favorable decision.”

For example, in Remijas, this standing requirement was satisfied because compensation would be provided for “injuries caused by less than full reimbursement of unauthorized charges.” The court focused on mitigation expenses and future injuries, as all fraudulent charges had been reimbursed. Conversely, in Peters, the patient’s claimed injury lacked redressability because even if she obtained a favorable decision, she did not allege “any quantifiable damage or loss she [had] suffered as a result of the [d]ata [b]reach.”

The patient never actually had to pay for any fraudulent charge on her credit card as she was able to decline approval, obtain a replacement card free of charge, and close her account to prevent future fraud. Furthermore, after changing her e-mail password, fraudulent account activity ceased. Finally, the court was unable to “prevent medical products and services companies from contacting [her] or otherwise disgorge them of her personal information.”

Out of the three prongs of Article III standing that data breach plaintiffs must satisfy, plaintiffs most often falter on establishing injury, and this is where the predominant circuit split has emerged. Thus, establishing a uniform theory of injury will be the focal point of this Note.

II. STATUTORY STANDING

Data breach plaintiffs often attempt to satisfy Article III standing through alleging statutory standing. Statutory standing refers to “legislatively-created causes of action . . . . [I]t asks whether a statute creating a private right of action authorizes a particular plaintiff to avail herself of that right of action.” In May 2016, the Supreme Court stated in Spokeo, Inc. v. Robins that evidence of a statutory violation alone will not
automatically satisfy Article III’s injury requirement. Supreme Court precedent has long been inconsistent in recognizing statutory standing. While it might be assumed that the Court’s clarification in Spokeo would eliminate federal data breach actions that rely on statutory violations to establish injury, the Third, Sixth, and Eleventh Circuits have found statutory violations to constitute a cognizable injury in data breach cases post-Spokeo.

A. Spokeo, Inc. v. Robins

In Spokeo, a people-search website that accumulates personal information about people, such as their address, phone number, e-mail address, and family members, contained false information. A site user claimed to have suffered reputational, economic, and emotional injuries when the website described him as wealthier and better educated than he was. The user claimed the inaccuracies violated the FCRA, which provides individual damages ranging between one hundred and one thousand dollars. In addition to his own payout, the user sought to represent a class consisting “of millions of individuals, and he want[ed] each to get the maximum payout under the FCRA.” Although the district court dismissed the case, the Ninth Circuit found standing in “simply alleging the violation of the FCRA.” The Supreme Court granted certiorari and remanded the case due to an incomplete analysis of Article III standing. While the Ninth Circuit analyzed the particularity

95. Spokeo, Inc. v. Robins, 136 S. Ct. 1540, 1549 (2016) (“Congress’ role in identifying and elevating intangible harms does not mean that a plaintiff automatically satisfies the injury-in-fact requirement whenever a statute grants a person a statutory right and purports to authorize that person to sue to vindicate that right. Article III standing requires a concrete injury even in the context of a statutory violation. For that reason, Robins could not, for example, allege a bare procedural violation, divorced from any concrete harm, and satisfy the injury-in-fact requirement of Article III.”).
98. Id. (Ginsburg, J., dissenting).
99. Id. at 1545.
101. Id.
requirement of the plaintiff’s injury, the Supreme Court found that it failed to analyze the concreteness of the alleged injury. But more importantly, in remanding the case, the Court rejected a statute’s ability to confer Article III standing in the absence of a cognizable injury.

B. HISTORICAL DIVIDE IN RECOGNIZING STATUTORY STANDING

Since the landmark case Lujan v. Defenders of Wildlife, in which wildlife conservation organizations lacked standing to challenge the Secretary of the Interior’s new interpretation of the Endangered Species Act (“ESA”), there has consistently been a 5–4 split in the Court as to how much injury a plaintiff must allege to warrant federal jurisdiction—reflecting an underlying disagreement among Justices at two levels: first, the scope of federal jurisdiction generally, and second, whether a particular claim is of sufficient import to invoke federal jurisdiction.

1. Arguments Against Statutory Standing

Arguments that Congress should not be able to manufacture standing largely rest on the idea that it would violate Article III of the Constitution. “[T]he requirement of injury in fact is a hard floor of Article III jurisdiction that cannot be removed by statute.”107 “If plaintiffs can get by on a statutory violation, they don’t all need to show actual harm, let alone the same harm [in a class action].”108

There is a strong line of Supreme Court cases rejecting Congress’s ability to confer statutory standing where there is no recognizable injury. In Lujan, wildlife conservation organizations attempted to sue the Secretary of the Interior under the “citizen-suit” provision of the ESA, which provided that “any person may commence a civil suit on his own behalf . . . to enjoin any person” allegedly violating the ESA.109 The Court held that a “congressional conferral upon all persons of an abstract, self-contained, noninstrumental ‘right’ to have the Executive observe the procedures required by law” does not satisfy the injury requirement;110 rather, a “factual showing of perceptible harm” is required.111 “[T]he President, not the courts, holds the power to execute legislative policy”; statutory

104. Id.
105. Id. at 1550.
108. Inventing Class Actions, supra note 100.
109. Lujan, 504 U.S. at 571–72 (citation omitted).
110. Id. at 601 (Blackmun, J., dissenting) (describing the Court’s conclusion).
111. Id. at 566.
conferral of standing would require the judiciary to encroach upon the executive’s “enforcement prerogatives.”\textsuperscript{112} But the Court did note that this was not a situation in which Congress provided a “cash bounty” for private plaintiffs, which would have created “a concrete private interest in the outcome of a suit against a private party for the Government’s benefit.”\textsuperscript{113}

Additionally, in \textit{Whitmore v. Arkansas}, in which a third party lacked Article III standing to challenge the constitutionality of a death sentence imposed on a capital defendant under the Eighth and Fourteenth Amendments,\textsuperscript{114} the Court reasoned that the “threshold inquiry into standing ‘in no way depends on the merits of the [third party’s] contention that particular conduct is illegal.’”\textsuperscript{115} The third party simply raised a “generalized interest of all citizens in constitutional governance,” which is insufficient for Article III standing.\textsuperscript{116} An alleged harm must be “distinct and palpable,” not “abstract,” “conjectural,” or “hypothetical.”\textsuperscript{117} Also, in \textit{Allen v. Wright}, in which parents of black public school children lacked Article III standing to challenge the Internal Revenue Service’s failure to consistently deny tax-exemption status to racially discriminatory private schools,\textsuperscript{118} the Court reasoned that “a claim simply to have the Government avoid the violation of law” is not a “claim of injury judicially cognizable.”\textsuperscript{119} Rather, plaintiffs must suffer “actual present or immediately threatened injury resulting from unlawful governmental action.”\textsuperscript{120}

\section*{2. Arguments Supporting Statutory Standing}

Arguments that Congress should be able to manufacture standing by enabling individuals to sue for statutory damages where injury would otherwise not exist largely rest on the separation-of-powers doctrine. These arguments follow the line of reasoning that the Court’s job “is to preserve and protect congressional primacy in lawmaking,” as that is what statutory

\begin{footnotesize}


\textsuperscript{113} \textit{Lujan}, 504 U.S. at 573.


\textsuperscript{115} \textit{Id.} at 155 (quoting \textit{Warth v. Seldin}, 422 U.S. 490, 500 (1975)).

\textsuperscript{116} \textit{Id.} at 160 (citing Schlesinger v. \textit{Reservists Comm. to Stop the War}, 418 U.S. 208, 217 (1974)).

\textsuperscript{117} \textit{Id.} at 155 (citing \textit{Laird v. Tatum}, 408 U.S. 1, 15 (1972)).


\textsuperscript{119} \textit{Id.} at 753–54.

\textsuperscript{120} \textit{Id.} at 760 (citation omitted).

\end{footnotesize}
standing doctrine is designed to do.121 “A logical first step is deferring when Congress chooses who has standing to enforce its statutes.”122

Despite the strong line of cases declining to recognize statutory standing, there are other Supreme Court cases post-Lujan in which the 5–4 split has come out the other way. For example, in Massachusetts v. EPA, in which environmental organizations and state and local governments had Article III standing to challenge an Environmental Protection Agency order declining to regulate new motor vehicles’ greenhouse gas emissions under Section 202 of the Clean Air Act,123 the Court found that “[t]he parties’ dispute turn[ed] on the proper construction of a congressional statute, a question eminently suitable to resolution in federal court.”124 Furthermore, under 42 U.S.C. § 7607, Congress authorized such a petition for review despite the absence of a cash-bounty provision.125

In addition, in Friends of the Earth, Inc. v. Laidlaw Environmental Services (TOC), Inc., in which environmentalists had Article III standing to sue a hazardous waste facility for violating the Clean Water Act (“CWA”),126 the Court reasoned that “a company’s continuous and pervasive illegal discharges of pollutants into a river [could] cause nearby residents to curtail their recreational use of that waterway and . . . subject them to other economic and aesthetic harms,” constituting an injury.127 Here, as in Lujan, environmentalists used a “citizen-suit” provision, this time under the CWA, to allege standing.128 The provision permitted the award of “appropriate civil penalties.”129

Also, in FEC v. Akins, in which voters had Article III standing to challenge the Federal Election Commission’s determination that the American Israel Public Affairs Committee was not subject to disclosure requirements under the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971

121. Stearns, supra note 112, at 222. But see Lujan v. Defs. of Wildlife, 504 U.S. 555, 577 (1992) (noting a separation-of-powers concern where statutes permit citizens to bring suit against executive officers) (“To permit Congress to convert the undifferentiated public interest in executive officers’ compliance with the law into an ‘individual right’ vindicable in the courts is to permit Congress to transfer from the President to the courts the Chief Executive’s most important constitutional duty . . . .”).
122. Stearns, supra note 112, at 241.
124. Id. at 516.
125. Id.
127. Id. at 184–85.
128. Id. at 173.
129. Id.
(“FECA”), the Court reasoned that such an “informational injury” that “directly related to voting, the most basic of political rights,” was “sufficiently concrete and specific” that its widespread effect did “not deprive Congress of constitutional power to authorize its vindication in the federal courts.” Under the FECA, Congress provided that anyone may file a complaint alleging a violation of the FECA with the Commission; should that complaint be dismissed, the complainant may file a petition in district court seeking review. The statute provided fines for violators of the FECA, but not a cash bounty for victorious private plaintiffs.

C. Impact of Spokeo on Data Breach Cases

Despite the Court’s ruling in Spokeo, federal appeals courts have since found statutory violations sufficient to constitute injury for Article III standing. For example, in In re Horizon Healthcare Services Inc. Data Breach Litigation, two laptop computers containing customers’ personal information were stolen from a health insurer. The plaintiffs alleged the insurer inadequately protected their information in violation of the FCRA. While the district court dismissed the case for lack of Article III standing, the Third Circuit found that “a violation of [the] FCRA gives rise to an injury sufficient for Article III standing purposes.” The alleged disclosure of plaintiffs’ personal information “created a de facto injury” regardless of whether their “information was in fact used improperly.” The Third Circuit found this to be compatible with Spokeo, finding that the Court did not intend “to change the traditional standard for the establishment of standing.” In sum, while Spokeo may have appeared to set a firm precedent for statutory standing, the recent federal appeals courts’ decisions granting statutory standing show the historical divide will likely persist.

131. Id. at 24–25.
133. Id. § 30109(a)(8)(A).
134. Id. § 30109(d).
135. In re Horizon Healthcare Servs. Inc. Data Breach Litig., 846 F.3d 625, 629 (3d Cir. 2017);
137. Id.
138. Id.
139. Id.
140. Id. at 636–38.
III. PROPOSED STANDARD FOR ESTABLISHING INJURY IN FACT IN DATA BREACH CASES

Where a data breach occurred because of a defendant’s lapse, the Supreme Court can best provide a remedy for plaintiffs by recognizing standing where actual, unremedied identity theft or fraud is alleged and where one has reasonably invested in monitoring services. A mere increased risk of identity theft or fraud should not suffice. If the Court was inclined to go further, it could additionally recognize standing for reasonable and substantial sorting-things-out costs, but in reality such a recognition of standing is likely impractical.

A. ACTUAL, UNREMEDIED IDENTITY THEFT OR FRAUD SHOULD BE A COMPENSABLE INJURY

For alleged theft or fraud to be compensable, actual identity theft or fraud should have occurred and a plaintiff should have sustained some actual loss from that theft or fraud—for example, a fraudulent charge was made to a plaintiff’s card that the plaintiff’s card issuer refused to reimburse.

1. Only Unremedied Costs Should Be Compensable

Where fraud has been alleged, but has been remedied, as in Remijas,141 plaintiffs suffer no real injury or harm. Thus, reimbursed fraudulent charges should not constitute an injury.

The only times fraud should constitute an injury is if it has not been remedied or the plaintiff incurred some financial burden from the fraud, as in In re Target Corp. Customer Data Security Breach Litigation.142 In In re Target, in which hackers accessed credit cards, debit cards, and other PII of 110 million Target customers during the 2013 holiday season, the plaintiff-customers alleged “that they actually incurred unauthorized charges; lost access to their accounts; and/or were forced to pay sums such as late fees, card-replacement fees, and credit monitoring costs because the hackers misused their personal financial information.”143 Such sustained expenses should comprise a compensable injury, and the Eighth Circuit district court agreed in In re Target.144

---

141. Remijas v. Neiman Marcus Grp., LLC, 794 F.3d 688, 692 (7th Cir. 2015).
143. Id. at 1157–58.
144. Id. at 1158–59.
Recognizing injury only where plaintiffs have incurred actual, unremedied costs would result in more accurate and fair damages and reduce overlap in damages between financial institutions and individual plaintiffs. Otherwise, plaintiffs would be overcompensated, and hacked companies would be paying double damages—both to individuals and to the financial institutions that are reimbursing the fraudulent charges.\(^\text{145}\)

Considering the facts in the recent *Remijas* case—that despite 9,200 customers incurring fraudulent charges, none went unreimbursed\(^\text{146}\)—such a result seems likely should courts force companies to compensate plaintiffs before they sustain any actual loss.

2. Compensating Mere Increased Risk of Identity Theft or Fraud Would Result in Inaccurate and Unfair Damages

“[C]ourts cannot be in the business of prognosticating whether a particular hacker [is] sophisticated or malicious enough to both be able to successfully read and manipulate [stolen] data and engage in identity theft.”\(^\text{147}\) Even if plaintiffs were able to obtain a favorable judgment based on increased risk of identity theft or fraud, that judgment would not prevent an unknown third-party hacker from thereafter making use of the stolen information, similar to how in *Peters*, the court admittedly could not stop solicitations the patient had been receiving from medical products and services companies.\(^\text{148}\) Before any actual, unremedied theft or fraud has occurred, courts can only provide compensation for anticipated damages. To do that, courts first have to speculate as to whether theft or fraud might happen, and then, speculating that it will happen, speculate further as to what potential damages might result. Hence, damages based on increased risk of identity theft or fraud are too difficult to calculate ex ante, and it is unfair to force companies to pay for such speculative damages before they occur.

Courts that have refused to recognize increased risk of identity theft or fraud as an injury have told plaintiffs that “once a third party misuses a person’s personal information,” that person “would be free to return to

---


\(^{146}\) *Remijas*, 794 F.3d at 692.


\(^{148}\) *Peters v. St. Joseph Servs. Corp.*, 74 F. Supp. 3d 847, 857 (S.D. Tex. 2015) (“Certainly, the Court can neither ‘control’ [n]or . . . predict’ the ‘unfettered choices’ made by these companies, who are not before the Court and are independent of [the health care service provider] in any event.” (citation omitted)).
court and would have standing to recover her losses.\footnote{149} While these courts did not address how this would affect any statute of limitations, under the proposed standard of this Note, the applicable statute of limitations would not begin to run against that person until actual, unremedied identity theft or fraud occurs. The same would be true of class action members who might prefer to wait and see if they experience any actual, unremedied identity theft or fraud, and then seek the full amount of their actual loss, as long as they opt out of the class action upon receiving notice of class certification.\footnote{150} Typically, if a data breach class action survives a motion to dismiss, it will end up settling; such settlement agreements generally provide extremely broad settlement releases, preventing any class action member from bringing future claims should, for example, unremedied identity theft or fraud thereafter occur from the data breach in question.\footnote{151} These broad settlement releases are enforceable.\footnote{152}

One of the problems with allowing plaintiffs to seek relief at a later point is that causation may be difficult to prove. Should any actual identity theft or fraud occur as a result of a data breach, it is likely to occur relatively close to the time of the breach. As will be discussed in Part III.B.1, the amount of time a victim is truly at risk is approximately one year. For example, in \textit{Remijas}, the 9,200 customers who alleged actual fraud all experienced it within six months of the data breach.\footnote{153} However, it may be possible for plaintiffs to establish that the risk is continuing.\footnote{154} But data breach victims will presumably protect against future fraud by changing exposed passwords, replacing exposed bank cards, and closing exposed bank accounts and opening new ones, for which they could

\footnotesize{

150. As long as an individual opts out of a class action upon receiving notification of class certification, that person is no longer a member of that class. \textit{Fed. R. Civ. P. 23(b)(3); Fed. R. Civ. P. 23(c)(2)(B)(v); Fed. R. Civ. P. 23(e)(4). See also William B. Rubenstein, \textit{Newberg on Class Actions} § 13:23, n.4, n.5 (5th ed.).}

151. \textit{See}, e.g., \textit{Class Action Settlement Agreement} at 1, 11–12, 27–28, Curry v. AvMed, Inc., No. 10–cv–24513–JLK, 2014 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 48485 (S.D. Fla. Oct. 21, 2013). \textit{See also} Andrew S. Tulumello & Mark Whitburn, \textit{Res Judicata and Collateral Estoppel Issues in Class Litigation, in A Practitioner’s Guide to Class Actions} 605, 614 (Marcy Hogan Greer ed., 2010) (”Class action litigants may release claims through settlement even if the named plaintiffs never had standing to bring the released claims or the claims were not ripe at the time of settlement. Moreover, claims can be released even if they were not pursued by the named plaintiffs at all or are asserted against parties not named as defendants in the settled action.”).

152. Tulumello & Whitburn, \textit{supra} note 151, at 614.


154. \textit{See} \textit{Galaria v. Nationwide Mut. Ins.}, 663 Fed. App’x 384, 388–89 (6th Cir. 2016) (recognizing plaintiffs’ expenditures on monitoring services as an injury where the risk of identity theft or fraud was continuing and the defendant only provided monitoring services for one year).
}
potentially seek compensation under Part III.C of this Note.

3. Consistency with *Clapper*

Denying standing for increased risk of identity theft or fraud is consistent with *Clapper*, in which an increased risk that plaintiffs’ communications would be monitored in the future was insufficient to confer standing.\(^\text{155}\) Both increased risk of monitoring in *Clapper* and increased risk of identity theft or fraud in data breach cases rest on a “highly attenuated chain of possibilities” involving “speculation about the decisions of independent actors.”\(^\text{156}\) Recognizing an injury for increased risk of identity theft or fraud requires overcoming a string of “ifs”: only “if the hacker read, copied, and understood the hacked information, and if the hacker attempts to use the information, and if he does so successfully,”\(^\text{157}\) and if unremedied costs result from the fraud would there be a compensable injury.

B. **MONEY SPENT ON MONITORING SERVICES SHOULD BE COMPENSABLE**

Money spent on monitoring services results in a concrete, particularized, and redressable injury, and it should be compensated as such, so long as the costs are reasonable. Therefore, failure of a hacked company to reasonably provide customers with monitoring services should constitute a cognizable injury.

1. **Reasonableness**

It would be reasonable to invest in monitoring services and expend time sorting things out (discussed in Part III.C) as long as customers have been informed of a breach affecting their sensitive information and have no reason to believe that insufficient information was accessed for any real harm to come from the breach. In 2015, one in five customers who received notification of a data breach became a victim of fraud.\(^\text{158}\) In 2014, it was one in seven.\(^\text{159}\) Moreover, “[f]orty-six percent of consumers with breached debit cards in 2013 became fraud victims in the same year.”\(^\text{160}\) As the Sixth

\(^\text{156}\) Id. at 1148, 1150.
\(^\text{159}\) Id.
\(^\text{160}\) A New Identity Fraud Victim Every Two Seconds in 2013, According to Javelin, JAVELIN
Circuit reasoned in *Galaria v. Nationwide Mutual Insurance Co.*, “it would be unreasonable to expect Plaintiffs to wait for actual misuse . . . before taking steps to ensure their own personal and financial security.”

While breach notification laws may not be perfect, and it may not be possible for companies to know the exact number of victims whose records have been compromised, for practicality purposes, should a person receive a breach notice from a company, there is a sufficient likelihood that the person’s records were exposed, such that the person could reasonably invest in monitoring services and expend time sorting things out. Forty-seven states, the District of Columbia, Guam, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands have statutes requiring individual notifications after a security breach involving PII. These notification statutes “typically have provisions regarding . . . what constitutes a breach . . . [and] who must be notified . . . and exemptions (e.g., for encrypted information).” Moreover, forty-one states “require analysis of a breach’s risk-of-harm as a prerequisite for determining whether notification is required.”

In *Remijas*, the Seventh Circuit suggested on remand that the district court “look into [the] length of time that a victim is truly at risk; the GAO [Government Accountability Office] suggests at least one year, but more data may shed light on this question.” This Note takes the position that one year of monitoring is presumptively reasonable, but plaintiffs may rebut that presumption with evidence that the risk of identity theft or fraud is continuing.

2. Distinguishing From Clapper

Unlike in *Clapper*, in which there was merely a threatened wrong that plaintiffs’ communications would be monitored, in the context of data breaches, a wrong has already occurred in the form of a breach. Additionally, unlike in *Clapper*, in which there was no evidence that the

---

163. Id.
166. *See Galaria*, 663 Fed. App’x at 388–89 (recognizing plaintiffs’ expenditures on monitoring services as an injury where the risk of identity theft or fraud was continuing and the defendant only provided monitoring services for one year).
government had been spying on the plaintiffs, here receiving notification of a breach affecting one’s personal information is sufficiently probative to establish that a person’s data has been compromised. In Remijas, the Seventh Circuit found the customers’ situation to be different from the plaintiffs’ situation in Clapper because “there [was] no need to speculate as to whether the . . . [customers’ information was] stolen and what information was taken.”167 Reasonable responses to a breach will incur costs, and those costs should be compensated so long as the breach occurred because of a defendant’s lapse. Thus, purchasing monitoring services after a breach has already occurred is not the kind of manufactured injury that Clapper rejected.168

3. Justifying Compensation for Monitoring Services by Looking at Other Areas of Law

Compensating plaintiffs for monitoring services is also justified by looking at existing models in other areas of law, such as the “duty to mitigate” doctrine in contracts and the recognition of medical monitoring as a remedy in torts.

a. Duty to Mitigate

The same policy behind the duty to mitigate in contracts supports encouraging plaintiffs’ purchase of monitoring services in data breaches. Courts have recognized that “a plaintiff may ‘recover for costs and harms incurred during a reasonable effort to mitigate,’ regardless of whether the harm is nonphysical.”169 In contracts, the duty to mitigate encourages plaintiffs to take reasonable measures to avoid unnecessary increases in damages by not awarding plaintiffs damages that are avoidable and unnecessary.170 In data breaches, typically breached companies offer free monitoring services to customers subject to a breach,171 but if a company were to fail to provide monitoring services, responsible plaintiffs who purchased monitoring services to mitigate potential damages should be compensated for their purchase. The Sixth, Seventh, and Ninth Circuits

167. Remijas, 794 F.3d at 693 (quoting In re Adobe Sys., Inc. Privacy Litig., 66 F. Supp. 3d 1197, 1214 (N.D. Cal. 2014)).
170. 11 JOSEPH M. PERILLO, CORBIN ON CONTRACTS § 57.11 (2005).
have already acknowledged the appropriateness of hacked companies offering free monitoring services in the wake of a data breach.\textsuperscript{172} Credit and identity monitoring can lead to the discovery of harm before too much damage, or any damage, is done, reducing the total damages—an economically efficient goal.

b. Medical Monitoring

Courts often analogize the recoverability of monitoring services in data breach actions to medical monitoring in tort actions.\textsuperscript{173} Similar to seeking compensation for medical monitoring to avoid or mitigate injuries from a known exposure to a toxic substance, plaintiffs in data breach actions seek monitoring services to avoid or mitigate damages from a known security breach.\textsuperscript{174} Through breach notifications, companies are admitting that plaintiffs have been exposed.

Federal appeals courts and lower courts have “analyzed medical monitoring claims without expressing any concern about standing.”\textsuperscript{175}

Since the landmark decision \textit{Askey v. Occidental Chemical Corp., . . .} \textsuperscript{176} in which a New York appeals court acknowledged medical monitoring could be a recoverable damage, appellate courts in at least ten other states have recognized claims for medical monitoring. In addition, federal courts have interpreted state law in at least seven additional states

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{172} \textit{Remijas}, 794 F.3d at 694 (“It is telling in this connection that Neiman Marcus offered one year of credit monitoring and identity theft protection to all customers for whom it had contact information and who had shopped at their stores between January 2013 and January 2014. It is unlikely that it did so because the risk is so ephemeral that it can safely be disregarded.”); Galaria v. Nationwide Mut. Ins., 663 Fed. App’x 384, 388 (6th Cir. 2016) (“Nationwide seems to recognize the severity of the risk, given its offer to provide credit monitoring and identity theft protection for a full year.”); Krottner v. Starbucks Corp., No. C09-0216RAJ, 2009 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 130634, at *12 (W.D. Wash. Aug. 14, 2009), aff’d, 628 F.3d 1139 (9th Cir. 2010) (“Starbucks apparently concedes that some degree of monitoring is an appropriate response in the wake of the laptop theft, because it has offered a monitoring service to affected employees.”).
\item \textsuperscript{173} \textit{In re Sony Gaming Networks & Customer Data Sec. Breach Litig.}, 996 F. Supp. 2d 942, 970 (S.D. Cal. 2014).
\item \textsuperscript{174} \textit{Krottner}, 2009 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 130634, at *15 (“Plaintiffs facing an increased risk of identity theft are similar in some respects to plaintiffs seeking medical monitoring as a remedy for an increased risk of disease or injury, and no federal court has used Article III to close the courthouse doors to a medical monitoring claim.”).
\item \textsuperscript{175} \textit{Id.} at *16–17.
\item \textsuperscript{176} \textit{Askey v. Occidental Chem. Corp.}, 477 N.Y.S.2d 242 (App. Div. 1984), superseded by rule, N.Y. C.P.L.R. § 214-c (McKinney 2017) (superseding \textit{Askey’s “accrual rule” and limiting medical monitoring claims to three years “from the date of discovery of injury by the plaintiff or from the date when through the exercise of reasonable diligence such injury should have been discovered by the plaintiff, whichever is earlier”).
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
and the District of Columbia as permitting claims for medical monitoring.\textsuperscript{177}

Courts are more inclined to recognize medical monitoring as a remedy than as a cause of action.\textsuperscript{178} Under the proposed standard of this Note, monitoring services would not constitute a cause of action, but rather a recognizable injury.

As for medical monitoring requests in the context of class certification, in a recent class action college basketball players requested a medical monitoring program to enable them to monitor whether they had “any long-term effects or neurodegenerative conditions related to concussions or subconcussive hits.”\textsuperscript{179} The court found that the medical monitoring program was “designed to relieve class plaintiffs of the prospective costs associated with medical supervision” and was therefore “amenable to certification under Rule 23(b)(2).”\textsuperscript{180}

c. Mitigating Damages

If a hacked company provides reasonable, effective\textsuperscript{181} monitoring services for at least one year or if it would not be reasonable for a plaintiff to purchase monitoring services, damages would be reduced as there would presumptively not be a compensable injury. In addition, a hacked company will only ever be liable if it was at fault in some way for the hack (e.g., was negligent).

C. EXPENDITURES ON SORTING THINGS OUT COULD POTENTIALLY BE COMPENSABLE

Where expenditures on sorting things out are reasonable\textsuperscript{182} and substantial, such expenditures can be distinguished from other forms of injury that data breach plaintiffs allege, namely increased risk of identity theft or fraud. If the Court were inclined to expand standing doctrine in

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{177} Badillo v. Am. Brands, 16 P.3d 435, 438–39 (Nev. 2001).
\item \textsuperscript{178} \textit{Id.} at 440.
\item \textsuperscript{179} \textit{In re} NCAA Student-Athlete Concussion Injury Litig., 314 F.R.D. 580, 599 (N.D. Ill. 2016).
\item \textsuperscript{180} \textit{Id.} at 602 n.27.
\item \textsuperscript{181} In the context of this Note, monitoring services would be ineffective where only credit monitoring is provided and not identity monitoring, or vice versa; where a plaintiff purchases a monitoring service privately that flags fraudulent activity that the complimentary service does not; or where the complimentary service does not cover a service that the hacked company recommends. See, \textit{e.g.}, Galaria v. Nationwide Mut. Ins., 663 Fed. App’x 384, 388–89 (6th Cir. 2016) (recognizing an injury for costs to obtain protections that the defendant recommended but did not cover).
\item \textsuperscript{182} See discussion \textit{supra} Part III.B.1.
\end{itemize}
data breach cases, recognizing expenditures on sorting things out as an injury would be an ideal way to do so.

1. Defining Sorting-Things-Out Costs

Potential sorting-things-out costs could include time expended canceling bank cards and ordering new ones, changing passwords or pin numbers, calling companies directly to verify suspicious communications received from them, closing bank accounts and opening new ones (if the bank account number was exposed), having a credit reporting agency place a fraud alert on one’s account (if one’s social security number was exposed), placing a credit freeze on one’s account, inserting new card information into one’s auto-fill program, changing recurring payment methods, and communicating with banks. What would not be included is reviewing one’s financial statements; reasonably prudent people will examine their statements on a regular basis regardless of a breach.

2. Substantiality

The range of time and resources spent sorting out one’s finances after a breach can vary greatly. More than half (52%) of the 17.6 million identity theft victims in 2014 “were able to resolve any problems . . . in a day or less, while about 9% spent more than a month.” Another statistic shows that “[d]ata breach victims spend an average of 41 hours on resolution.”

Compensating insubstantial expenditures on sorting things out would likely result in an unjustified use of resources when accounting for the cost of attorneys’ fees. Because of the potential for exorbitant attorneys’ fees to overshadow the damages of minimal sorting-things-out expenses, there should be a threshold amount of time that must be expended for such an injury to be compensable. For example, the majority of 2014 identity theft victims who were able to resolve any problems in a day or less would not qualify, but the 9% who spent more than a month potentially would.

In *Storm v. Paytime, Inc.*, one plaintiff was an employee of a government contractor and was required to have security clearances to perform his job. After a data breach, the employee “reported the incident to [his] employer, who then suspended his security clearances while the

183. *What Should I Do If I Have Been a Victim of a Data Breach?*, supra note 18.
employer investigated the situation. During the investigation, [the employee] was required to work at a different job site, resulting in a four hour increase in his daily commute.” 187 This injury was a direct result of the actual, non-speculative breach, not any identity theft or fraud. While the Third Circuit district court did not recognize the employee’s costs as an injury, 188 this type of injury, resulting exclusively from the occurrence of a breach, would potentially be compensable under sorting-things-out costs, depending on how long he was required to work at the alternate job site.

3. Compensation for Time Expended in Other Torts

In other torts, time expended in pursuit of a solution is compensated. In conversions, for example, damages may include time and money lost in pursuit of a property as long as such expenditures are reasonable and not excessive. 189

In general, if someone’s tort threatens the legally protected interests of another, the victim may “recover for expenditures reasonably made . . . to avert the harm threatened.” 190 And if someone has suffered injury from another person’s tort, the victim may “recover for expenditures reasonably made . . . to avert further harm.” 191 Thus, in data breaches, where a company’s lapse has resulted in a third party’s ability to gain access to a customer’s sensitive information, the customer should be able to recover for expenditures reasonably made to avert the threatened harm of identity theft or fraud.

4. Mitigating Damages

The cost of sorting things out is mitigated where card issuers independently replace customers’ cards due to a breach as this reduces the time customers might otherwise have to spend sorting things out.

Moreover, encouraging customers to sort things out will reduce overall damages. If customers notify their card issuer of a breach with reasonable promptness, it will minimize (1) the potential for fraudulent charges to be approved and (2) their liability for the fraudulent charges.

187.  Id. (citation omitted).
188.  Id. at 368.
190.  RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS § 919(1) (AM. LAW INST. 1979).
191.  Id. § 919(2).
With respect to credit cards, if customers notify their credit card issuer that their credit card has been compromised before fraud occurs, customers will not be responsible for any charges they did not authorize. If customers fail to notify their credit card issuer, their liability may reach $50. On the other hand, with debit cards, if customers fail “to report to [their] bank that money has been taken from [their] debit card account more than 60 days after [they] receive[] the statement, there is no limit to [their] liability and [they] could lose all the money in [their] account.” While these mitigation efforts may, in part, shift defendants’ liability from customers to banks, by alerting banks to the potential for fraudulent activity, they may reduce banks’ damages from the breach.

Again, where hacked companies have exercised the requisite level of care, they will not be held responsible for the actions of unknown third-party hackers. It is quite plausible that there is no real fault on behalf of the companies because hacking technology is progressing so rapidly that companies cannot reasonably be expected to keep up defensively.

5. Accounting for Variable Sorting-Things-Out Costs in Class Action Settlements

Because of the small amount of monetary damages involved, data breach actions are generally only viable if they can qualify for class action status. Thus, class certification is key. While the cost of sorting things out is likely to vary significantly from person to person, this kind of variability is typical in class actions and should not prohibit class certification. In re Currency Conversion Fee Antitrust Litigation exemplifies a typical way this variability is handled.

In In re Currency Conversion Fee, plaintiff-cardholders challenged the disclosure and price of credit and debit card foreign transaction fees. The class period extended from February 1, 1996 through, and including, November 8, 2006. There was significant variability in damages for the class—some people had not been abroad at all, while others spent thousands of dollars abroad. Any person who held an affected card issued in the United States as of November 8, 2006 was a member of the

---

193. Id.
196. Id.
Settlement Injunctive Class. Any person who made a foreign transaction on at least one of those cards between February 1, 1996 and November 8, 2006 was a member of the Settlement Damages Class. “Only members of the Settlement Damages Class were allowed to seek refunds by submitting a claim.”

At the time the settlement was approved, a mechanism was set up for people to prove actual damages. All claimants received a minimum of twenty-five dollars by simply being a member of the damages class. But if a plaintiff could prove higher damages, that plaintiff could prove actual damages. Plaintiffs could do this by opting to either provide their travel information, which would be entered into an algorithm to determine a refund amount, or provide the dollar amount of foreign transactions incurred on their cards during the claim period. Because the combined preliminary payment amount for all authorized claimants was greater than the amount of available settlement funds, all authorized claimants received a pro rata distribution of the available settlement funds. A payout structure similar to that in In re Currency Conversion Fee could be used in data breach actions to account for the variability plaintiffs are likely to experience in damages.

6. Practical Reality Precludes Compensation for Sorting-Things-Out Costs

Practically speaking, the cost of sorting things out is not a kind of injury that current doctrine is likely to recognize. While it is possible to see some tangible, identifiable loss in sorting-things-out costs, whether that is the kind of loss that warrants federal jurisdiction is dubious. There would be significant problems in recognizing standing for reasonable and substantial sorting-things-out costs, such as defining “substantial” and monetizing the costs. Additionally, compensatory and deterrent justifications for recognizing the cost of sorting things out as an injury fall short.

a. Difficulty in Calculating Sorting-Things-Out Costs

The difficulty associated with calculating sorting-things-out costs could potentially allow every data breach action to survive a motion to
dismiss, which is all class action plaintiffs generally have to do to get a settlement payout as plaintiffs could simply allege substantial costs. While only compensating substantial sorting-things-out costs may not seem in line with the core purpose of class actions—to allow people with small claims to pursue a remedy—in fact, it is, and it is because of this that such compensation becomes impractical. Even substantial sorting-things-out costs amount to small monetary claims.

For example, in Paytime, even though the employee suffered a significant inconvenience in his increased commute, what concrete, monetary expense did he actually incur? The cost of gas? If people were having to take time off of work to sort things out after a breach, then perhaps that would constitute a substantial, easily calculable expense in the form of loss of earnings. However, that is unlikely the case. What is more likely is that sorting things out is a mere inconvenience for people, infringing on their television or leisure time. What should damages for lost television time be? In reality, substantial loss of time is unlikely to equate to a substantial loss of earnings. In all likelihood, plaintiffs claiming costs for sorting things out would largely be seeking compensation for mere annoyance, which the Court historically has not recognized as sufficient for Article III standing. This creates a significant challenge in calculating the rate at which time expended sorting things out should be reimbursed, such that it might preclude the Court from recognizing it as an injury.

Class actions are important when large amounts of people are out small amounts of money, but the reality of data breach cases is that the amount of money people are out is much smaller than the cost to distribute; so in the end, small losers are unable to be compensated.

b. Justifications for Compensating Sorting-Things-Out Costs Fall Short

When damages get sufficiently small, compensation becomes impractical, as illustrated above, and reasons for allowing class actions shift from compensatory to deterrent purposes. Here, companies are already sufficiently incentivized to avoid data breaches. For example, following Target’s 2013 security breach, it paid $10 million in March 2015 to settle a federal class action customer lawsuit, $67 million in August 2015 to settle with Visa, and another $39 million in December 2015 to settle with several U.S. banks.

In addition, Target incurred $61 million in expenses in its 2013 fourth quarter from the breach ($44 million of which was paid by insurance), including: costs for data breach investigation, credit monitoring

and identity theft protection services for customers, increased staffing in call centers, and legal expenses.\textsuperscript{204} Overall, Target has faced “more than 80 related lawsuits, including . . . federal and state investigations into how the company responded to the attack.”\textsuperscript{205} Analysts estimated breach-related costs to be hundreds of millions of dollars.\textsuperscript{206} “Concerns over the breach kept shoppers away during the crucial [2013] holiday season, leading to a 5.5% drop in the number of transactions, the largest quarterly decline since Target began reporting the statistic in 2008.”\textsuperscript{207} “[I]ts profit fell nearly 50% in its fourth fiscal quarter of 2013 and declined by more than a third for all of 2013.”\textsuperscript{208}

Following the Ashley Madison hack, Ashley Madison’s parent company, recently rebranded as Ruby Corp.,\textsuperscript{209} became the subject of a U.S. Federal Trade Commission investigation.\textsuperscript{210} The breach cost Ruby Corp. more than a quarter of its revenue.\textsuperscript{211} Ruby Corp. replaced its CEO and is spending millions to improve security.\textsuperscript{212} It has been flooded with class action lawsuits—both in the United States and Canada.\textsuperscript{213}

Costs like these, in addition to the risk data breaches pose to companies’ internal information, comprise a significant deterrent. These realizations reduce the persuasiveness of compensatory and deterrent justifications for recognizing sorting-things-out costs as an injury in data breach cases.\textsuperscript{214}
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IV. IMPACT OF PROPOSED STANDARD ON DATA BREACH CASES

Courts have generally treated increased risk of identity theft or fraud and expenses required to mitigate such risk, the most common theories of injury in data breach lawsuits, “as rising or falling with one another.” Courts have not recognized mitigation expenses as an injury without recognizing increased risk of identity theft or fraud. Recognizing injuries incurred in mitigating future harm but rejecting increased risk of future harm as an injury would pave the way for a new framework for establishing injury.

Setting a clear standard that rejects increased risk of identity theft or fraud as a cognizable injury would presumably reduce the number of data breach actions brought in federal court, as courts in the Sixth, Seventh, and Ninth Circuits have recognized increased risk of identity theft or fraud as an injury. Under the proposed standard, a risk of future identity theft or fraud would never be sufficiently imminent because even if identity theft or fraud occurs, it must then be shown that any costs incurred were not remedied.

On the other hand, recognizing one year of monitoring services as a cognizable injury would likely have an insignificant effect because hacked companies typically already offer a complimentary year of monitoring services. However, even where monitoring services are provided, the purchase of monitoring services may still constitute an injury where the monitoring provided is not effective. Further, while one year of monitoring is presumptively sufficient under this Note, plaintiffs may be able to prove that longer monitoring is required.

If the Court were inclined to recognize the cost of sorting things out as an injury, it would likely increase the number of data breach actions brought as courts have generally rejected these expenses as injuries. While
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the Sixth Circuit has recognized these expenses in the absence of actual identity theft or fraud,\textsuperscript{220} the Seventh Circuit has only recognized these expenses where actual identity theft or fraud occurred.\textsuperscript{221} If the Court followed this Note’s proposed way of recognizing sorting-things-out costs, it would recognize reasonable and substantial sorting-things-out costs as long as customers have been informed of a breach affecting their sensitive information and have no reason to believe that insufficient information was accessed for any real harm to come from the breach, regardless of whether any fraud has occurred.

In all of this, it is important to keep in mind that even if plaintiffs lack Article III standing, they may bring their action in state court, which is not subject to the same Article III standing constraints. Several federal courts have remanded data breach actions to state court where they had been removed to federal court and lacked Article III standing.\textsuperscript{222}

**CONCLUSION**

Going forward, hacking is projected to focus on personalized attacks, and pre-packaged cyber attacks are predicted to increase.\textsuperscript{223} With today’s technology, “our behavioral patterns are always being monitored.”\textsuperscript{224} Experts predict that attackers will take advantage of “this constant collection of personal data.”\textsuperscript{225} Cyber attacks as packaged goods are expected to increase in popularity, making “personal attacks accessible to those who do not necessarily have the skills or experience to launch attacks themselves,” thus enabling neighbors, colleagues, friends, and family members to access another’s personal data to engage in personal attacks.\textsuperscript{226} This is expected to shift motives for cyber attacks from financial gain to “embarrassment, harassment and vandalism.”\textsuperscript{227}

We can already see this motive shift playing out with the Ashley
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Madison breach, where “Impact Team” hackers initially attempted to blackmail Ruby Corp. (formerly Avid Life Media) with stolen information to get it to remove Ashley Madison’s site and its sister site, Established Men. In that hack, the goal of the hackers did not appear to be financial gain, but rather the hackers appeared to be taking a moral stance. After the hack, people whose information was released became individual targets of blackmail, harassment, and extortion.

With such risk and uncertainty surrounding liability for data breaches, attention will likely turn to cyber risk insurance. Cyber risk insurance is “one of the few commercial property/casualty insurance products bucking the trend toward stagnant or lower premium rates.” Carriers have been expanding cyber risk coverage, such that it has become more than just a standard insurance product: it has become “a product where risk management services are being offered to help protect companies against [] loss.” So far, there has been very little case law analyzing cyber risk under cyber risk policies. Most cyber risk cases have tried to find coverage under general liability or property policies. It will likely take some time for case law on cyber risk policies to develop. So far, case law has not provided comfort to companies hoping to rely on their cyber risk policies to cover them in the event of a breach. In Travelers Property Casualty Co. of America v. Federal Recovery Services, Inc., a Utah district court denied coverage where a cyber risk policy provided coverage for an errors and
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omissions wrongful act, which was defined to include “any error, omission, or negligent act,” and plaintiffs alleged “knowledge, willfulness, and malice.”\footnote{Travelers Prop. Cas. Co. of Am. v. Fed. Recovery Servs., Inc., 103 F. Supp. 3d 1297, 1299, 1302 (D. Utah 2015).}

While eventually cyber risk insurance may provide some peace of mind for defendants (at a cost), monitoring may provide some peace of mind for plaintiffs, but plaintiffs cannot be certain that they will be reimbursed for the associated expenses. Standing has long been a point of contention in the judicial system; not every harm experienced can be compensated. At some point we have to take a step back, look at the big picture, and ask if resources spent on this kind of litigation are worth it. Is this something federal courts should be adjudicating? Ultimately, given the circumstances surrounding data breaches, most often it will not be. Nothing can provide absolute security when it comes to the cyber. There comes a point where victims’ only option is to throw their hands in the air and shout “serenity now!”\footnote{See Seinfeld: The Serenity Now (NBC television broadcast Oct. 9, 1997).}